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TR Press Release

Update: Mick Kirby fundraising going well with £4k
already raised!
August 2019

TR is proud to be supporting disabled sportsman Mick Kirby who is taking on his biggest challenge in October this year, by
ascending Mount Kilimanjaro along with 15 other amputees and a few supporters.
The Pig and Butcher in Five Ash Down, East Sussex, will be holding an event from Noon on Saturday 24th August to help raise awareness and
money for LimbPower and Amputation Foundation, charities Mick has received support from in the past. The event will include a BBQ, live
music, a raffle and much more!
Mick has raised an impressive £4,000 already, nearly half way to reaching his target.
Click here to read his story and donate on his JustGiving page.
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TR proud to encourage young talent by sponsoring
Uckfield FM Community Awards 2019
August 2019

TR Fastenings is proud to again be supporting the Uckfield FM Community Awards by sponsoring the Young Person of the Year
Award.
This award will recognise a young person (under 18) who has shown bravery in overcoming adversity or who has excelled and demonstrates a
huge personal achievement.
The Uckfield FM Community Awards will recognise the amazing work and commitment people in the local community are achieving. The
ceremony is being held at the East Sussex National on Friday 8th November, tickets will be available soon.
Nominations close on the 31st August, visit the following website for further information: http://www.uckfieldfm.co.uk/2019/features/uckfieldfm-community-awards/
Luke Murphy, UK HR Manager comments:
“As a company we believe in recognising young talent and are so pleased to be able to sponsor this award again. We are looking forward to
seeing who is crowned the winner on the 8th November.”
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TR Fastenings continues to support Formula Student
team in Sweden
August 2019

TR Fastenings (TR), the global specialist in the design, engineering, manufacture and distribution of high quality industrial
fasteners, has renewed its support of a Formula Student motorsport team from Sweden for the third consecutive year. The team
will be driving and competing in electric cars they have designed and built themselves at the Italian Riccardo Paletti circuit from
the 24th-28th July and the iconic Hockenheim ring track in Germany from 5th – 11th August.
The team consists of mechanical design and engineering students from Stockholm’s highly regarded KTH Royal Institute of Technology. Each
year, the college submits a team to compete in Formula Student, Europe’s most established educational motorsport contest. As well as actually
driving the car in competitions across Europe, the students have to research, design, engineer and build the electric vehicles themselves.

The Formula Student challenge
Formula Student (FS), run by the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, is a global competition which aims to develop enterprising and innovative
young engineers and encourage more young people to take up a career in engineering. The challenge tests students’ abilities to research,
manufacture, test and deliver a complex and integrated product in the deadline-driven environment of motorsport and comply with a rigorous
130 page rule book. Participation in the competition is viewed by the motorsport industry as a standard-mark for real-world engineering
experience, helping students transition from university to a workplace environment.
In July, the team will head to the Riccardo Paletti circuit in Italy for the FS Electric contest, and in August, they head to the famous Hockenheim
ring in Germany for the driverless electric car competition.

TR Fastenings support
TR Fastening’s Sweden office agreed to support the KTH entry with a free supply of components and technical consultancy in 2017 and has
continued to support the KTH teams every year since. One Formula Student alumnus from KTH, Patrik Ringdahl, now works at TR Sweden
following his introduction to the business via the project in 2017.
KTH students, along with their electric car, joined the TR team in March this year at their stand at Automotive Engineering, part of the Advanced
Engineering Show in Gothenburg. The car and the students proved to be a very successful pull for visitors to the stand, where students and TR
engineers answered questions about the car, the parts used and the Formula Student scheme.
Patrik Ringdahl, from TR Sweden, comments: “As a former KTH student and member of the Formula Student programme, I am fully aware of
the huge benefits I gained from taking part in the scheme. The opportunity to use high quality fasteners from TR and also to benefit from the
TR engineers’ experience, knowledge and expertise was invaluable and inspired me to join the business myself. It’s fantastic that TR continues
to support KTH and champion young engineering talent.”
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Piers and friends return to Newick Cricket Club for nailbiting summer stand-off
July 2019

A record-breaking turnout of an estimated 2,500 - 3,000 people returned to the King George V playing field in Newick on Sunday
7th July for the annual Piers Morgan family day at Newick Cricket Club, where he is a member.
The former newspaper editor and TV presenter, his team of family, friends and celebrities, including; Chris Gayle, Michael Vaughan and Kevin
Pieterson, played two matches against the Club that is proudly sponsored by TR Fastenings.
Miss World Vanessa Ponce accepted the invitation to do the coin toss between George Read (Newick skipper) and Piers Morgan, the toss being
won by Newick who opted to field first.
Chris Gayle and Michael Vaughan opened the batting; however, Chris Gayle was caught out by George Read on the boundary scoring only
6 runs. Michael Vaughan was bowled out by Newick’s opening bowler Scott Warren after scoring 11 runs. Kevin Pieterson didn’t stay at
the crease very long only scoring 2 runs before he was also bowled by Scott Warren. Piers Morgan was the top scorer for his side with a
staggering 18 runs resulting in his side finishing their 20 overs with a total of 110 runs.
Newick managed to convince fellow villager and Sussex 20/20 star, Luke Wright to play for them. This turned out to be costly for Piers’ team
as Luke went on to score 47. Newick only lost 3 wickets and passed the score in the 14th over.
Legendary cricket commentator Henry Blowfeld was commentating over the PA system for the game which made the day better than anyone
could have expected.
David Strachan, Chairman of Newick Cricket Club Comments: “Our 1st team were really fired up especially when faced with the elite of the
modern game and in the end came out winners by a considerable margin. I have to say the person who had the biggest smile on his face was
Scott Warren who bowled both Michael Vaughan and Kevin Peterson! Another notable moment was George Read’s steeple catch on the long
on boundary to dismiss Chris Gayle. We all had a great day and thank everyone who came along to watch.”
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TR Fastenings to host annual Uckfield Kit Car Mini
Grand Prix
July 2019

TR Fastenings (TR) is hosting the 17th Uckfield Mini Grand Prix featuring over 250 local schoolchildren in its car park on Sunday
14th July 2019 from 11am-3.30pm. Organised jointly by the Uckfield Rotary Club and Uckfield College, it is a major highlight of the
Uckfield Festival which is running from the 6th-14th July.
The competition, which was first held at TR in 2003, will pit 250 year 5 and 6 students from various local schools against each other in 22
teams. This is the only race in the UK to feature kit cars being driven side by side by children in a grand prix style competition. Just like in
professional Formula 1 racing, the teams will consist of drivers, pit crews, mechanics and supporters.
The Cars
The 24 volt electric-powered Greenpower Goblin kit cars, which have a top speed of 15 mph, must be built from scratch by the pupils
themselves and use over 100 parts. The event aims to engage students in engineering and teach them a range of important skills, from
mechanical knowledge to team building, marketing and design.
Also similarly to Formula 1, style is ‘almost’ as important as performance and the students have the ability to showcase their artistic talent by
painting the cars any way they please. The students choose a theme around which the car is decorated and there is an additional prize for the
best themed team.
The Race
Four teams compete against each other per race, with sharp Le Man styled driver change overs. Races consist of 12 laps with six drivers who
swap over after 2 laps each. This pit stop change is a highlight of the race and usually decides between the winning team and the runners-up.
All teams race in 2 qualifying heats and a final to determine their ultimate rankings.
All cars will be fitted with on-board sensors for recording lap-times and are connected via a live feed to the event website to showcase race
results.
With over 1000 spectators expected, it is a fun family occasion that showcases the pupils’ engineering prowess and racing skills. There will
also be a food area on site serving hot food, drinks and ice cream.
Geoff Budd, Director at TR Fastenings, comments: “The Uckfield Mini Grand Prix is a fantastic local event and one which we really enjoy
hosting each year. The young people who take part are all potential engineers of the future and we love being able to play a part in helping
them to hone their skills. Good luck to all teams!”
www.trfastenings.com
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Kevin races to the finish for charity in London to
Brighton bike ride
July 2019

On 16th June, TR’s Kevin Gladman, Data Controller, based at the headquarters in Uckfield, completed the London to Brighton British
Heart Foundation Bike Ride in an impressive 5 and a half hours, with the average time being anything ranging from 6 – 10 hours,
raising a grand total of £208.
It was a bright and early start as Kevin headed to London at 6:30 am in plenty of time to set off at 8:30 am.
He comments:
“Most of the ride was overcast and threatening to rain and, within the first 5 miles I saw 3 people come off the road with chain issues and
flat tires. After the first long uphill stretch the heavens opened – at that point, the ride started to become real. The rain didn’t let up for over 3
hours. Lucky me…. yes, I had no rain jacket! This was going to be a hard day, switching from hot baking sun to pouring rain!
I faced a lot of challenges throughout the ride, but due to the determined team spirit everyone felt motivated to carry on. The ride featured
some tough challenges, such as the Ditchling Beacon climb which is 1.55 km long, with an average gradient of 8.7 %!
I felt a sense of reassurance when I’d reached the Beacon as I knew that it was downhill 7 miles back to Brighton. From there it was a
satisfying race for the finish.
I am really proud of our achievements and am looking forward to setting myself personal targets for next year.”
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Crowds to be bowled over when Piers and friends
return to Newick Cricket Club this weekend
July 2019

Annual cricket match will feature Morgan’s celebrities versus Newick’s first team
TR Fastenings, a proud sponsor of the Newick Cricket Club, is looking forward to a season highlight this coming Sunday, 7th July, when Piers
Morgan is hosting his annual family and friends cricket match at the club. The event will pitches Morgan’s team of celebrities and cricket
legends against the Newick first XI and will take place at Newick’s King George V playing fields from 1:30 pm.
This year promises to be another fun day out with Piers inviting his usual collection of high-profile international cricketers (including Kevin
Pietersen, Michael Vaughan and Chris Gayle) and other celebrities to take part in the event.
David Strachan, Chairman of Newick Cricket Club Comments: “Our annual fixture against Piers Morgan’s XI is always a crowd favourite and
a fixture that, as a club, we are very fortunate to have. There will be a mini food village offering a variety of different fare, alongside our usual
BBQ, Club bar, Pimm’s and much more including face painting for our younger audience.
We are hoping that the weather is kind to us and look forward to welcoming you all to such a great event!”
TR’s Geoff Budd, European MD, comments: “TR Fastenings is very proud to be a sponsor of Newick Cricket Club and we always look forward
to the Piers Morgan game, that always attracts large crowds. It’s great for people to meet their cricketing idols and we look forward to seeing
everyone on Sunday!”
Keep up to date with the event and find out more information by following the Newick Cricket Club social media:
Facebook
Twitter – @NewickCC
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Mick Kirby takes on his biggest challenge to reach new
heights
June 2019

TR Fastenings are proud to be supporting disabled sportsman Mick Kirby who is taking on his biggest challenge in October this
year, by ascending Mount Kilimanjaro.
Mick suffered a severe stroke 12 years ago that led to him having below elbow amputation on his left arm 4 years ago. On this journey, he will
be joined with 17 other amputees, his partner Jackie and six other able-bodied friends.
All funds raised for this great adventure will be donated to Limbpower, Amputation Foundation and Chailey Heritage Foundation.
TR has supported Mick for several years, providing funding for his involvement in a number of sporting activities and challenges, including clay
pigeon shooting, in which Mick has enjoyed significant success. Located in Tanzania, near the border with Kenya, Kilimanjaro is the world’s
tallest free-standing mountain.
It rises 4,065 metres above the plateau, which is located 1,830 metres above sea level. With a total height of 5,895 metres above sea level
(AMSL), Kilimanjaro can also call itself Africa’s highest mountain.
Mick comments:
“It’s all systems go for the Kilimanjaro climb in October. Training is going well, and I look forward to raising funds for three great charities that
are close to my heart, who helped me on my road to recovery. Me and my partner Jackie feel proud to be the only people in Sussex to be
training for this.”
If you wish to donate, please visit Mick’s JustGiving page.
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TR’s Kevin Gladman taking on London to Brighton
challenge again for BHF
June 2019

TR Fastenings (TR)’s Data Controller, Kevin Gladman, who is based at the headquarters in Uckfield, is taking on the London to
Brighton Bike ride, for the British Heart Foundation on the 16th June, covering 54 miles from Clapham Common to Brighton beach.
Kevin comments:
“It’s time for a new challenge, as it has been a while since I have thought about any significant race, let alone 54 miles! This is the second time
I will be taking part in the London to Brighton ride, which I first completed, shortly after my father passed away in 2004. With the race being on
Father’s Day this year it give me chance to think about my father whilst raising the money for a great cause.
The last time I was training, I continued to train with a cold and didn’t think much about it, next thing I know, I was in hospital suffering from
the one thing I was raising money for. At the time there was no clear reasoning, over time they confirmed that I got hit with a rare form of
pericarditis, a disease that affects your heart sack, which inflates, presses on the heart and slows your blood flow. 12 months of rest and lots
of tests later I am back up and running. I had a long way to go to be even think about a bike ride , I could barely walk up the town without
getting out of breath.
Things needed to change, I was back in the gym 2 years on and I could feel the strength coming back, in the back of my head all I wanted was
to complete the 54 miles, so my aim was to do London to Brighton, 8 months of bike training later and here we are 1 week away.
This year I aim to complete the bike ride in 3.5 - 4.5 hours, however, as long as I complete the full course I will be happy with any time.”
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Jenni returns for second Mighty Hike for Macmillan
May 2019

TR’s European Health, Safety and Environmental Manager Jenni Morland and Sales Coordinator Katie Boddy, who are both based at
the Newton Aycliffe site, are taking on the Northumberland coast for the Macmillan Mighty Hike in July.
This will be the second time for Jenni and the first time for Katie taking part in the 26 mile challenge which starts at Alnwick and ends at
Bamburgh castle. Jenni, Katie and friends are doing the walk to raise money for cancer charity Macmillan in memory of their friend and
colleague Linda Woodward.
If you wish to donate, please visit the Justgiving page.
Thank you in advance for your support.
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Don Lamb set to rock all the way to the finish line in
musical Madrid marathon
May 2019

TR’s Don Lamb, Strategic Account Manager, who is based in the TR Newton Aycliffe site, is taking on the EDP Rock’n’Roll Madrid
Marathon on 27th April to raise money for a very worthy cause.
For over 20 years, the Rock ‘n’ Roll Marathon Series has made running fun by infusing each course with live bands, cheer teams and more.
Music plays a core role in each , event, encouraging each runner to have fun, keep going and be part of a great community.
Don is running to support Newburn Sea Cadets, a charity provide opportunities for local children aged 10-18, ranging from first aid skills to
studying marine engineering courses. Through these activities, the children can obtain various life skills such as leadership, teamwork and
problem solving.
Don comments:
“I feel that it is really important to invest in our future generations by giving them the opportunity to gain valuable life skills and appreciate the
importance of being part of a community. Running a marathon is a massive personal challenge, but it’s something I can be very proud of and
I’m looking forward to enjoying the music, the atmosphere and raising as much money as I can.”
To read Don’s full story and donate, please click here
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TRadition as TR Fastenings continues supporting the
annual Little Horsted Fun Run to celebrate their 10th year
April 2019

TR Fastenings (TR) is pleased to announce that it will be sponsoring the Little Horsted Fun Run that will take place on Sunday 12th
May 2019 just minutes from TR’s Headquarters.
This year will mark the event’s 10th anniversary, and to celebrate there will be a wide variety of fun filled family activities including face
painting, bouncy castle, ice cream van, cakes and much more!
There will also be a professional photographer attending the event, capturing great moments shared throughout the day which will be
uploaded to the Little Horsted Facebook page.
Everyone who participates will receive a medal, see below the distances you can sign up for:
•
•
•

1km (open to everyone)
5km (open to everyone)
10km (ages 15+)

Ticket prices are listed below:
•
•
•

Adult £10
Chid £5
Family (2 adults & children) £25

All the money raised this year will be used to purchase new equipment for the school.
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Comic Relief fundraising is a piece of cake for TR
Fastenings team in Uckfield
March 2019

Employees at TR Fastening’s headquarters in Uckfield raised over £200 for Comic Relief in a day filled with fun, fundraising and
cake on ‘Red Nose Day’, the 15th March.
The total was raised by selling cakes, red noses and taking part in ‘Guess Katherine Ryan’s favourite flavour cupcake’, an activity devised by
the BBC. Eager bakers at TR’s Bellbrook Park site concocted a delicious selection of sweet goodies including biscuits, cupcakes and traybakes.
Michelle Horscroft comments: “This is such a great way to raise money, the office is full of skilled bakers and they outdid themselves whilst
raising money for a great cause.”
Click here to find out more about Comic Relief and to donate.
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TR Fastenings Supports Ethiopia Sports Project
March 2019

TR Fastenings Holland is supporting Respo International, an organisation that offers solutions to enable disabled children in
developing countries to participate in sports and other activities.
Since 2005, in collaboration with Stichting Dir and Hogeschool Windesheim, Respo International has been conducting sports projects for
people with disabilities in Ethiopia. These projects have led to the establishment of the DIRES House of Sport in Addis Ababa. DIRES House of
Sport has grown into a private sports centre from where trainers organise weekly sports activities for a network of different schools for children
with disabilities.
Patrick Italiaander, Buyer at TR’s Holland location comments:“My cousin, Nino Italiaander, is studying to become a gym teacher and is going
to Ethiopia with a group of fellow students to help train disabled young adults to become teachers for the children. This will not only mean that
the children will be getting regular exercise but it will also be giving these young adults a career.”
For more information on Respo International and the sports project in Ethiopia visit the website: http://www.respo.org/
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TR Fastenings continues support of Uckfield sportsman
Mick Kirby
Febuary 2019

Disabled athlete will compete in 2019 shooting season and climb Mt Kilimanjaro in October
TR Fastenings is renewing its sponsorship of Mick Kirby, the Sussex-based clay pigeon shooting champion who has successfully competed in
the sport across the globe since overcoming a stroke 12 years ago and subsequently having his left arm amputated in 2015.
Mick is a naturally left-handed shooter and, after the stroke paralysed his left arm, he retrained to shoot with his right arm in 2009, with
help from disabled sports charity Sportability. Mick has taken part in both disabled and able-bodied shooting competitions across the UK and
internationally with considerable success.
As well as competing, Mick is now established as a referee in the sport, for both able-bodied and disabled competitors. He refereed the British
Open in 2018 and will be overseeing a number of events throughout the 2019 season.
In a break from the shooting, Mick undertook a different kind of challenge in September 2018, when he joined the Amputation Foundation
charity for a trip to the Calvert Trust adventure centre in the Lake District. For over 40 years, the trust has run adventure and activity camps
and holidays for disabled people and their families, offering visitors the chance to challenge their disabilities and take part in activities such as
water sports, horse-riding, sailing and hand-biking.
Mick comments: “At the start of the trip, all of us were a little nervous and sceptical of how many of the activities we’d be able to do as
amputees. By the end of a trip, wow, what a difference! Not only was I trying and excelling at things I never thought possible, I also met some
friends for life. The whole experience was amazing and one I will never forget.”
A new challenge for 2019
It is with these new acquaintances and some other less abled friends that Mick is planning his next challenge: to climb Mt. Kilimanjaro in aid of
the Amputation Foundation. He has already started training for the trip, which will take place from the 3rd -13th October this year.
Aiming high
In terms of shooting, Mick is competing in both down the line (DTL) and all around events throughout 2019, including the English and
European Open championships. Competing against able-bodied shooters, Mick’s aim is to get a medal in a mainstream competition.
TR’s support goes towards Mick’s training, equipment and travel expenses, in exchange for the company’s logo on his shooting jacket.
Abi Burnett, Head of Marketing at TR Fastenings, comments: “We’ve been proudly supporting Mick for years now and it’s amazing to have
witnessed what he’s achieved. Constantly pushing himself to do more, Mick always excels in every challenge he takes on, so we are looking
forward to witnessing more of his incredible achievements this year.”
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TR Fastenings continues Jamie Bedwell sponsorship as
he sets sights on 2024
January 2019

Young triathlete gearing up for 2019 season with support of global manufacturing business
TR Fastenings (TR), the global specialist in the engineering, manufacture and distribution of industrial fasteners headquartered in Uckfield, is
again sponsoring successful Sussex triathlete Jamie Bedwell, who is about to start another busy season as he continues on his quest to reach
the Paris Olympics in 2024. Despite a serious car accident in 2016 and health problems in 2017 caused by scar tissue, Jamie has never given
up his dream of competing for Great British Team.
Jamie gets up to train early in the morning before and after his University commitments whilst he prepares for the 2019 season which will
be his second year competing as an U23 competitor in the British series. Still only 20, Jamie began triathlon training at the age of 16 and is
now a member of elite club, Bodyworks. In February, Jamie will be joining other squad members at a regional academy training camp in the
Algarve, Portugal, for ten days of intensive training in preparation for the season ahead.
TR is one of two sponsors Jamie relies on to help with costs towards his training, competition expenses, kit expenses and equipment. Jamie
also works part-time with triathlon specialists ‘The Tri Store’ in Eastbourne, and is currently completing his final year at the University of
Brighton (Eastbourne campus), where he is studying podiatry.
As well as competing at an elite level, Jamie is also determined to use his platform as an athlete to do good, spreading the word about
important causes, positive change and taking the opportunity to help others. In September 2019, Jamie will be working with the United Nations
on a special campaign aimed to raise awareness of the issue of plastics used in the bike and triathlon industry ending up in our oceans. Jamie
hopes to raise awareness of the dangers of using single-use plastics and the need to find alternatives to reduce the industry’s impact on the
environment.
Jamie says: “As a triathlete, I train and compete in the sea all the time, so I see first-hand the damage that single-use plastics are doing to our
beautiful waters. I am privileged to be in a position where I am becoming known in triathlon and local circles, which means I can help to draw
attention to these important issues and hopefully help in the search for a solution.”
The 2019 season begins in April with a swim-free ‘Duathlon’, before the British Triathlon series kicks off in June with a key event at Blenheim
Palace. Jamie will be competing throughout the season across the UK, with standout races in Cardiff, Llanelli, London and Eastbourne. As well
as competing for prize funds, Jamie will also be looking to cement his position as an under 23 athlete, on the pathway to Olympic selection
for the 2024 games in Paris and the 2028 games in Los Angeles. The first step will be to qualify for the European Cup, which will mean being
within the top 5 of his field. After this, the goal will be the World Cup, the World Series, and hopefully on to the Olympic squad.
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TR Fastenings continues Jamie Bedwell sponsorship as
he sets sights on 2024
January 2019

Jamie adds: “It’s a really tough environment out there and there are only three places available on the Olympic squad, so it’s certainly a
challenging journey ahead of me. However, I am very positive and determined to put my all into my training; for me, having faith and a right
mind-set as well as the support of those around me is where my strength lies. I’m very grateful for the team at TR for continuing to sponsor
me, they have stayed with me from the beginning and throughout my accident and recovery and I simply couldn’t do this without them.”
Abi Burnett, Head of Marketing at TR Fastenings, comments:
“We have been on this journey with Jamie for four years and it’s been incredible to watch his progress. In spite of terrible setbacks and
injury, he has always stayed positive and his determination to reach his ultimate goal is inspiring. We are passionate about supporting local
businesses and individuals and we are so proud to have the TR logo on Jamie’s tri suit for another year: we wish him all the very best for the
season ahead.”
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